We discuss the response of neutron stars to the tidal interaction in a compact binary system, as encoded in the Love number associated with the induced deformation. This problem is of interest for gravitational-wave astronomy as there may be a detectable imprint on the signal from the late stages of binary coalescence. Previous work has focussed on simple barotropic neutron star models, providing an understanding of the role of the stellar compactness and overall density profile. We add realism to the discussion by developing the framework required to model stars with varying composition and an elastic crust. These effects are not expected to be significant for the next generation of detectors but it is nevertheless useful to be able to quantify them. Our results show that (perhaps surprisingly) internal stratification has no impact whatsoever on the Love number. We also show that crust elasticity provides a (predictably) small correction to existing models.
II. NEUTRON STAR RELASTICITY
The structure of the neutron star crust is relatively well understood [11] , although issues associated with the dynamics of the superfluid neutron component and the possible pasta phases in the deep crust layers need to be explored further. The theory required to model the crust in the framework of general relativity is also well developed. Building on pioneering work by Carter [12, 13] and more recent efforts by Karlovini and Samuelsson [14] , two of us have recently completed a formalism for Lagrangian perturbations of a relativistic elastic system [15] (see [16] for the corresponding model in Newtonian gravity). These developments allow us to consider a range of relevant astrophysical applications.
In order to quantify the effect that the neutron star crust has on the tidal deformability of the star, we need to formulate and solve the problem for static (quadrupole) deformations of a given stellar model. As usual, this is a two-stage process. The first stage is straightforward. If we assume that the unperturbed elastic star is relaxed, i.e., that the crust is unstrained, then we simply need to solve the usual Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equations for a non-rotating relativistic perfect fluid star. The crust manifests itself only at the linear perturbation level. At this second stage, we need to consider the static perturbations of a model that accounts for the associated elastic stresses.
In this section, we develop the formalism required to solve the tidal deformation problem for elastic relativistic stars. In particular, we develop the relevant perturbation equations and discuss the key differences from the perfect fluid case. Throughout most of the analysis, we use geometric units where c = G = 1, and all primes denote differentiation with respect to the radial coordinate. We restore the physical units only when they are useful for analysis purposes.
A. The background problem
The equilibrium of a static, spherically symmetric, relativistic star is described by a spacetime metric g ab given by ds 2 = −e ν(r) dt 2 + e λ(r) dr 2 + r 2 dθ 2 + r 2 sin 2 θdϕ 2 .
The fluid four-velocity is simply given by
where t a = (∂ t ) a is the timelike Killing vector of the spacetime. We want to model a neutron star with a fluid core, an elastic crust and possibly a fluid ocean. The corresponding equilibrium problem simplifies significantly if we assume that the crust is relaxed in the unperturbed configuration. If this is the case, then the problem reduces to that of a fluid system. Physically, this assumption makes sense provided the crust has had time to release any built up strain, e.g. via plastic flow, before the tidal interaction with the star's companion becomes sizeable. The upshot is that we can use the perfect fluid stress-energy tensor to model the background star. In other words, we have T ab = (ρ + P )u a u b + P g ab = ρu a u b + P ⊥ ab ,
where ⊥ ab = g ab + u a u b is the usual projection orthogonal to the fluid frame. In the particular case of a barotropic star, the pressure and energy density are related by an equation of state of form P = P (ρ). We will discuss the more general case, where the (cold) equation of state is such that pressure also depends on the composition of matter at supranuclear densities, later.
Once the equation of state is provided we need to solve the standard TOV equations starting with
where the gravitational mass M (r), inside radius r, is obtained from
Then using
we arrive at
These relations provide enough information to determine the background stellar model.
B. Static perturbations of a fluid star
In order to investigate the tidal deformations, we need to consider static perturbations of the system. Since we plan to account for elastic contributions, it is natural to approach the problem within Lagrangian perturbation theory. The relevant formalism has recently been developed [15] . For the present purposes it is worth noting that the problem we consider is very similar to that of the zero-frequency subspace of perturbations for slowly rotating stars. This means that we can draw on work relating to the gravitational-wave driven r-mode instability. In particular, the spacetime part of the perturbation equations is identical to that considered by [17] .
Due to the nature of the tidal interaction, we focus on the polar perturbations. These lead to the electric-type Love numbers, as discussed in [3, 4] . We use the standard Regge-Wheeler gauge, representing the perturbed metric h ab by
(noting a typo in the off-diagonal element in [17] ). Due to the spherical symmetry of the problem, the different multipoles do not couple. In fact, we can, without loss of generality, assume that the perturbations are axisymmetric (set m = 0). We introduce a static displacement vector given by [31] ,
Within relativistic Lagrangian perturbation theory [13, 15, [20] [21] [22] we then have the perturbed four-velocity
where
Moreover, the Lagrangian perturbations are related to the Eulerian perturbations by
where L ξ is the Lie derivative along ξ a . It follows that the perturbed 4-velocity, δu a , is given by
Since the displacement vector is taken to be static, we have
, and
where j = 1 − 3 represents a spatial index. We also know that the perturbed number density can be obtained from the displacement vector, since [22] 
Explicitly, we have
In the case of barotropic matter the energy density will be a function only of the number density of the constituent particles, ρ = ρ(n) which means that,
where we have introduced the chemical potential µ [22] . For algebraic simplicity later we define
Combining (16) with the Gibbs relation P + ρ = nµ, we see that
Finally, in the case of a barotrope, the perturbed pressure follows from ∆P = dP dρ ∆ρ = c 2 s ∆ρ , and δP = dP dρ δρ ,
where we have defined the speed of sound, c 2 s . These relations show that we can choose to work either with the components of the displacement vector or the perturbed density/pressure. One of the variables, δρ, W and V is redundant. The situation is, of course, different for a non-barotropic model. We will discuss this case later.
To complete the specification of the fluid problem we need the perturbed Einstein equations (for l ≥ 2). The right-hand side of the equations follows from (3). In the case of a perfect fluid we have
where the scalar perturbations are to be expanded in spherical harmonics. It is worth noting that all off-diagonal components vanish identically since δu j = 0. The corresponding left-hand side of the Einstein equations, expressed in terms of the perturbed metric, obviously does not depend on the matter content of the spacetime at all. Basically, the required expressions can be found in a number of other studies, including [17, 18] and [23] . In the case of a spherically symmetric system, we end up with six coupled ordinary differential equations to solve. The final fluid equations are easily obtained from the full elastic equations discussed below, so we will not give them here.
C. Elasticity
Having outlined the fluid perturbation problem, and the foundations of Lagrangian perturbation theory in the relativistic setting, we can move on to consider the role of the neutron star's elastic crust. As we are working with the Einstein equations, we only need to consider the relevant alterations to the stress-energy tensor. A perfect fluid cannot support shear stresses and hence does not introduce off-diagonal stress-energy terms. When we account for elasticity we need to include such stresses [15, 16] .
As discussed above, we assume the background star is in a relaxed unstrained state. Given this assumption, the elastic crust does not contribute to the stress-energy tensor of the background star, which leaves our equilibrium equations unaltered. The elastic contributions enter only through the perturbed stress-energy tensor. Following [15] , we have the Lagrangian perturbation of the anistropic stress tensor;
whereμ is the shear modulus (not to be confused with the chemical potential), and
In the case of an unstrained background, these expressions lead to
which should be added to the fluid result (21) . For future reference, it is useful to note that
In order to complete the perturbed Einstein equations in the elastic case, we need to express the perturbed stress tensor in terms of our chosen variables. Thus, we find that
(here, and in the following, we suppress the angular dependence for clarity). Moreover, since the anisotropic stress must be trace-free, c.f., (24) , it follows immediately that
Note that this result requires that the background is relaxed. That is, we have
We also find that
and, finally,
Given the above results, the perturbation equations for the stellar interior become more complicated. However, the [t t]-component of the perturbed Einstein equations is unaffected by the presence of the crust, so we have from the fluid case,
Moreover, because our star is spherically symmetric and δπ r t = 0, we find that H 1 = 0 (c.f., [23] ). Finally, because δπ b a is traceless, we can take the trace of the perturbation equations to arrive at a second equation without explicit dependence on the elasticity. This equation takes the form
In practice, it is useful to introduce two additional variables closely related to the traction. These variables, which vanish in the fluid case, are key to the implementation of the relevant junction conditions at the crust-core interface. Hence, we define a variable linked to the radial component of the traction;
and its θ component;
Working out the perturbed Einstein equations, following the same strategy as in the fluid problem (see [17] and [23] ), we find that the difference between the [θ θ] and the [ϕ ϕ] components leads to
Meanwhile, the [r θ] equation leads to
In terms of the traction variables we can write the sum of the [θ θ] and the [ϕ ϕ] component as
where we have also used (35) and (36). Finally, the [r r] component of the Einstein equations leads to
It is worth noting that, by adding (37) and (38) then subtracting (31) we have the trace of the Einstein equations, i.e., we recover (32).
D. The final perturbation equations
The set of equations that we need to solve in the crust region combines the conservation law (16) with the perturbed Einstein equations (35)- (38), including the definitions (33) and (34). We want to formulate the problem in such a way that the required integration becomes as straightforward as possible. To do this, we note that we can reduce the order of the system. However, in the elastic case this reduction does not lead to the same level of simplification as in the fluid problem, where we only need to solve a single second order equation for H 0 , c.f., (66) below. This is of course as expected, as the problem now has additional degrees of freedom due to the elasticity. For example, it is natural that we will have to solve for the components of the displacement vector. We take the view that these components are obtained from the definitions (33) and (34). That is, we integrate
and
Next we note that we have several relations involving the perturbed pressure. If we focus on the barotropic problem it follows from (16) that we should have
Using (39) to remove W ′ from ⊥ g we arrive at the algebraic relation
We can rearrange this as an equation that determines T 1 , giving
By combining (37) and (38), in such a way that T ′ 2 is removed, we arrive at a second algebraic relation. This provides another expression for δP , giving
We can use this for the left-hand side of (37), which then becomes an equation that we can integrate to get T 2 ;
Finally, we have (36) for K ′ , which we can use in (32) (together with (35) for H 2 ) to get
These equations completely specify the perturbation problem in the elastic region. It is easy to verify that we have the same number of equations as we have unknowns.
E. Interface conditions
Having determined the perturbation equations for the elastic crust region, we need to connect them to the fluid perturbations for both the core and the fluid ocean near the star's surface. This requires a set of interface conditions at a radius r c , which could represent either the crust-core or the crust-ocean interface. The interface problem has already been analyzed in detail, the most relevant work being that of Finn [19] . As our analysis is identical, we simply summarize the results here.
From our assumption that the unperturbed crust is in a relaxed state we know that all background quantities are continuous across a fluid-crust interface. This includes the density. It may, of course, be that the true equation of state is such that the interface is associated with a small density discontinuity (c.f., the discussion in [5] ). We do not account for this possibility here, but it would be very easy to do so, should it be required.
To determine the behaviour of the perturbed quantities across the fluid-elastic interface we calculate the intrinsic curvature at the interface. From the Israel junction conditions we know that the intrinsic curvature must be continuous. In the fluid problem (in fact, even for multi-fluids [24] ), this results in the continuity of all perturbed metric variables, as well as their first derivatives. The proof of this relies on the fact that H 2 = H 0 in the fluid case. This is, however, no longer true when we consider the elastic problem. Consequently, the behaviour at a fluid-elastic interface is a little bit more complicated.
Nevertheless, we know from the analysis of Finn [19] that the continuity of the first fundamental form demands the continuity of W , H 0 , H 1 and K at the interface. The first of these conditions follows from the continuity of ξ r = W/r, which tells us that in order to "avoid a void", the radial displacement component W must be continuous across the interface. Note also that the condition on H 1 is irrelevant to us as this variable vanishes identically in the problem under consideration.
Combining (35) with the stated continuity conditions we see that we should have
where [A] rc is shorthand for lim ǫ→0 A(r c + ǫ) − lim ǫ→0 A(r c − ǫ). This result shows that we should expect a jump in the H 2 perturbation; first of all the shear modulus will vanish sharply as the crust gives way to the fluid core, and secondly there is no reason why the tangential displacement V should be continuous (at least not as long as we are ignoring viscosity and magnetic field stresses). In the limit whereμ → 0 we obviously recover the standard fluid interface condition. The remaining interface conditions can be obtained either by imposing the continuity of the extrinsic curvature K ab , or the surface stresses S ab on the perturbed hypersurface. The two approaches are related since [25] ,
where (3) g ab = g ab − N a N b is the induced three-metric on the surface and K = K ab
g ab , and N a is the normal to the surface. Since the right-hand side must be continuous across the surface we demand that [S ab ] = 0. This provides two additional conditions [19] ;
for the (perturbed) radial traction, and
for the horizontal part. Since the background variables are taken to be continuous across the interface, and since the intrinsic curvature conditions lead to [W ] rc = 0, condition (50) yields
We now have six conditions at each fluid-crust interface, to combine with the six ODEs in the crust. The problem is therefore well posed.
The implementation of the interface condition depends, to some extent, on the physical model considered. We are interested in a stellar model with a fluid core and an elastic crust that transitions back to a fluid ocean near the surface. Consequently, we need to impose the junction conditions at two fluid-elastic interfaces. Integrating from the centre of the star, we solve the fluid problem up to the crust-core interface. At this point the conditions provide us with all information needed to continue the integration using the elastic equations. Finally, the same conditions are imposed at the crust melting point. Here, the continuity of H 0 and K implies that we have the information required to integrate the fluid equations to the actual surface of the star.
Specifically, we first of all have the continuity of H 0 and K at each interface. Moreover, from the condition [T 2 ] = 0 we realize that since the shear modulusμ has a finite value in the crust, but vanishes in the fluid, we must have T 2 = 0 at the interface. The condition [W ] = 0 is a little more complicated. Since we do not calculate the radial perturbation, W , in the fluid we need a means to initiate the integration in the crust. To do this, we make use of the condition (50). Considering the algebraic relations between δP and T 1 , Eqns. (43) and (44), and using continuity we have
where the subscript E denotes a quantity calculated in the crust region. Using the jump conditions we can express H E and K E in terms of the fluid quantities. We also use
The continuity of the radial traction closes this set of equations: since T 1F = 0 (F indicating a variable in the fluid region) identically we must have
Combining equations (53)-(55) we have the information required to determine W E , the radial perturbation at the base of the crust.
III. THE LOVE NUMBER
In order to implement the formalism in an astrophysically meaningful context, we will quantify how the crust elasticity affects the tidal deformation of a neutron star. This effect can be expressed in terms of the tidal Love number. A static spherically symmetric star of mass M and radius R exposed to a time-independent external tidal field E ij will develop a quadrupole moment Q ij . To linear order we relate this quadrupole moment Q ij to the tidal moment E ij thus defining the Love number, k 2 , [23] ,
We briefly review the procedure used to calculate the tidal Love number below. For a detailed description we refer the reader to any of [2] [3] [4] or [23] .
Following [23] , the Love number is extracted from the asymptotic behaviour of the gravitational field of a tidally deformed body. To do this we note that the vacuum perturbation problem reduces to a single ODE for H 0
where we have used ν = −λ and M (r) = M = const. exterior to the star. This equation may be solved in terms of the associated Legendre polynomials [2, 4, 18] , leading to;
We have recorded both the decreasing solution P lm (x) and growing solution Q lm (x) for m = 2.
Since the problem is studied within linear perturbation theory the amplitude of the solution is arbitrary, so we demand that the function
matches across the surface at the star. Substituting the general solution Eqn. (58) into Eqn. (59), we get
where x = R/M − 1. Following, [4] we have defined a l = a Q /a P which is determined by matching Eqn. (60) across the surface of the star. This leads to
where C = M/R is the compactness of the star. Substituting l = 2, and taking the asymptotic expansion we get
which is the result used in [23] . Finally, we relate the coefficient a l to the Love number by comparing to the response of a spherically symmetric star to an external quadrupolar field, E ij [23, 26] ,
where we have dropped terms of order O(1/r 3 ) and O(r 3 ). Using
and Eq. (56), we determine the Love number, k 2 , to be
where a 2 is determined by Eqn. (61) from the solution to the interior problem. In the perfect fluid problem, i.e., ignoring the elastic contributions, the interior equations can be reduced to a single second order equation for H 0 [23] ,
Combining this equation with δP = c 2 s δρ (for a barotropic model) and (37), obviously still ignoring the elastic contributions, we have a complete formulation of the problem, and a route to determining the coefficients a P and a Q required in the exterior. When considering the elastic system, we have to solve the set of equations discussed in the previous section in order to determine a P and a Q .
For future reference, it is worth noting that (66) contains the same information as (32), as is necessary for the problem not to be overdetermined. However, one can show that this implies that
Making use of the background equations and the sum of the [θ θ] and [ϕ ϕ] components of the Einstein equations we find that we must have
This is (obviously) true for barotropes, where P = P (ρ), so the problem is well posed. Finally, using Eqn. (59) and the compactness parameter C, we determine the coefficient a 2 and obtain the Love number from
IV. RESULTS
The previous sections specify the calculations needed to account for the crust elasticity, determine tidal response and quantify the Love number k 2 for realistic neutron star models. We will now show how the detailed interior physics affects the result. We consider both composition variations and the role of the elastic crust.
A. Stratification
It is well-known that variations in the composition of the neutron star core, e.g. represented by a varying proton fraction, may have repercussions for the global dynamics. In particular, the associated stratification may lead to the presence of g-modes in the star's oscillation spectrum [27] . From a mathematical point of view, these effects arise from the equation of state depending on two (or more) parameters. The impact on the dynamics depends on the detailed timescales of the problem. We will consider two extreme limits. In the first case, when reactions are very fast, the perturbed fluid elements will adjust to their surroundings very quickly. In other words, they lose their original identity as the system evolves. In this limit one would expect the problem to remain effectively barotropic. In the opposite limit, reactions act slowly compared to the dynamics. In the present context, this should be taken as meaning that the reactions are slow compared to the binary inspiral timescale. If we focus on the late stages of evolution, which are key from the gravitational-wave observation perspective, then this timescale would be of the order of a few minutes. If the involved reactions are slower than this, then a perturbed fluid element must retain its identity (composition) through the evolution. We expect this limit to be relevant for binary neutron stars, c.f. [27] .
Let us first analyze the case where the relevant reactions are much faster than the tidal dynamics. In this case it is natural to consider an equation of state such that the pressure depends on two parameters; the energy density ρ and a parameter β that represents the deviation from chemical equilibrium. Since the fluid elements will have time to equilibriate with the surrounding fluid, they will remain at (local) chemical equilibrium and we will have ∆β = 0. However, β = 0 also in the background, which means that
as well. The upshot of this is that the system behaves as a barotrope. The fast interactions do not affect the tidal perturbations, and cannot have an impact on the Love number. In the opposite case, when reactions are very slow, it is natural to consider an equation of state with two charge neutral components, neutrons (with index n) and a conglomerate of protons and electrons (with index p), such that P = P (n, x p ) where n = n n + n p is the total baryon number density and x p = n p /n is the proton fraction. Assuming that each species is conserved, i.e., that the relevant reactions are too slow to equilibrate the matter, but the two components are locked together (i.e. there is only one displacement vector [15] ), we replace (16) by
Using these relations, we find that ∆n is still given by (16) and we also see that ∆x p = 0. These results simply represent the assumption of frozen composition. It also follows that ∆P = ∂P ∂n xp ∆n , and ∆ρ = ∂ρ ∂n xp ∆n .
That is, we have
In other words, the Eulerian variations are related by
where β has the same meaning as in the case of fast reactions. The magnitude of A a defines the Schwarzschild discriminant [27] .
Let us now consider the perturbed Einstein equations in the case of frozen composition. Since we made no assumptions about δP and δρ when we discussed the perturbation equations, the analysis in Section II B must remain unchanged. In particular, the final differential equation for H 0 remains unaltered. However, the fact that this equation can be derived in two different ways is now important. As we have already mentioned, the problem is overdetermined unless (68) holds. Combining this condition with (74) we see that we must have
That is, the Lagrangian variation of the density must vanish identically. Moreover, we are led to the (possibly surprising) conclusion that internal stratification has no effect on the Love number. These arguments suggest that Love number measurements will only reveal limited information about the equation of state. We may be able to constrain the supranuclear equation of state, e.g. in terms of the inferred compactness, but not probe the detailed composition.
B. Numerical results: The crust
In order to quantify the role of the crust elasticity, we need to study the problem numerically for specific neutron stars models. In this first proof-of-principle study we will consider a simple model, based on a polytropic equation of state and an analytic model for the crust's shear modulus. In principle, we are ready to implement more realistic descriptions of both the bulk behaviour and the elasticity, but before doing this it makes sense to develop the computational strategy for this simpler model problem. An obvious advantage of the simplified description is that it is relatively straightforward to write down a set of non-dimensionalised perturbation equations, see Appendices A 1 and A 2.
In order to facilitate a direct comparison to previous work [3, 4, 23] we will assume that matter is described by the polytropic equation of state,
where K and N are constant. In addition, we need to specify the shear modulusμ. The outer regions of an astrophysical neutron star are composed of i) a thin fluid ocean, below the density at which the crust melts for the given temperature (typically, ρ < 10 7 g cm −3 ), ii) the outer crust, reaching up to neutron drip (10 7 g cm −3 ≤ ρ ≤ 10 11 g cm −3 ), and iii) the inner crust, where superfluid neutrons permeate the nuclear lattice (10 11 g cm −3 < ρ < 10 14 g cm −3 ) Moreover, the bottom layers of the crust may be in the so-called pasta phase with rather different elastic properties [11, 28] . We will not consider this possibility here. Our simplified model has a single elastic crust of thickness ∆R c . We will present results for a set of (moderately realistic) polytropic models for which the crust region starts at 2 × 10 14 g/cm 3 , and stops at 10 7 g/cm 3 . The non-crust regions are treated as perfect fluids. In the crust we implement a simple linear shear modulus [11] 
where κ is a scaling constant and µ 0 is a constant allowing us to consider an adjustable shear modulus at the top of the crust. Both κ and µ 0 are tuneable parameters. The equations presented in Sec. II D are, of course, independent of the specific form of the shear modulus (78). Hence, the implementation of more realistic models would be straightforward.
We have, first of all, tested our numerical implementation by comparing the results for a fluid model to those of [3] and [23] , achieving good agreement and hence confirming that the Love number is smaller for larger values of the
The mass-radius curve for the stellar models considered in Table I (represented by triangles), showing that the considered models are stable to radial perturbations. In comparing to the data in the Table it is useful to recall that 1M⊙ = 1.4773 km in geometric units.
3.378893e-03 0.24813001129 (7) 0.02413726613(6) 0.024138574(6) -5.420 (7)e-05 0.4412458028(3) 7.9838719798 (7) 1.9810382445 (6) 3.044717e-03 0.23938571005 (1) TABLE I: A sample of numerical results comparing the Love number for fluid models and the elastic crust models developed in this work. The results are obtained using an N = 1 polytrope with K = 100 km 2 . The stellar models are determined by the central density ρc. We provide the resulting compactness, C = M/R, mass, M , radius, R, and crustal thickness, ∆Rc, for the background star. The tidal Love number for both the crust, k2 crust, and purely fluid models, k 2 fluid , are shown. From the differences between the final Love numbers, ∆k2 = k2crust − k 2fluid , we see that the crust produces a very small correction to the tidal Love number. For this table we used the elastic parameters κ = 0.015 and µ0 = 10 −14 km −2 .
polytropic index. The tidal response is weaker for stars that are more centrally condensed, which is natural. Adding the crust to these models, we obtain the results given in Table I . The results were obtained for an N = 1 polytrope with K = 100 km 2 and the crust model (78). The numerical results given in Table I were obtained for a shear modulus κ = 0.015 and a shear constant µ 0 = 3 × 10 −14 km −2 , but we have confirmed the general behaviour by varying these parameters. The chosen models are all stable to radial perturbations, c.f., the mass-radius curve in Figure 1 . As expected, the presence of the crust has only a small impact on the tidal Love number. By comparing the relative change in the Love number with increasing central density to the corresponding change in crust thickness (the left and right panels of Figure 2 , respectively), we see that the effect increases as more of the star becomes elastic. This is, of course, as expected.
The main message is that we have successfully implemented the crust, and the numerical solution is accurate enough to distinguish the small effect that the elasticity has in this problem. The qualitative behaviour of the results is easily explained. The results in Table I show that presence of the crust decreases the tidal Love number. This is expected, since the Love number is a measure of the response to the presence of an external gravitational field. In a fluid model we expect a larger distortion since fluids do not sustain shear stresses. Crustal models are able to resist deformations, and are thus expected to have smaller Love numbers. 14 g/cm 3 , the contribution to the Love number becomes larger due to the fact that the crust occupies a much larger fraction of the star. Triangles correspond to the models listed in Table I .
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have extended the discussion of tidally deformed relativistic stars by including the effects of internal composition stratification and the presence of an elastic crust, relevant for mature neutron stars. The most important development concerns the formalism required to account for more realistic neutron star physics. Building on a recent extension [15] of relativistic Lagrangian perturbation theory to the multi-fluid setting (allowing for one of the components to be elastic), we have formulated the tidal deformation problem for realistic neutron star models. The final model is obviously still "incomplete", as we are ignoring the magnetic field and we are not accounting for superfluidity (which should be relevant both in the crust and the fluid core), but it nevertheless allows us to consider astrophysically relevant questions. This paper should be seen as a first, proof-of-principle, study of the relevant issues. We have shown that (perhaps unexpectedly) the tidal deformations are not affected at all by composition variations in the star's core. Having implemented the formalism required to account for the crust elasticity, and solved the problem numerically for a simple model problem (based on a polytropic equation of state and a simplistic model for the crust shear modulus), we have also demonstrated that the presence of the crust has a (predictably) small effect on the tidal Love number. We have considered how this effect varies with the crust parameters, and confirmed that the results agree with intuition.
From a formal point-of-view, these are important developments, but it should be stressed that we do not expect the new features to leave an observable imprint on a binary gravitational-wave signal. This is fairly obvious since the Love number leaves an imprint that is barely detectable by future generations of gravitational-wave detectors in the first place [2] and [6] , and we are quantifying "small" corrections to it. Having said that, it is clear that we need to move beyond back-of-the-envelope estimates in this problem area and develop the computational technology required to model real neutron stars and actual astrophysical scenarios. The present work represents an important step towards this goal. By developing the required relativistic perturbation formalism for the tidal interaction problem, we lay the foundation for work on general crust asymmetries, e.g., neutron star "mountains" relevant for gravitational-wave astronomy. This problem has not yet been considered in general relativity, which is required if we want to use realistic equations of state. A closely related problem concerns the fracture of the crust during binary inspiral, the effect that this may have on a detected gravitational-wave signal and possible associated electromagnetic signatures. Another important problem concerns the quasiperiodic oscillations observed in the tails of magnetar flares [9, 10, 29] . In this context, a key issue concerns the build-up of stresses in the crust of these strongly magnetized stars, the eventual fracture and the induced dynamics of the coupled magneto-elastic system. These are exciting problem of immediate astrophysical interest, and we hope to make progress on them in the near future.
where χ f = χ(ζ f ). We note that [3] chose to use b in place of the central density ρ c to label a stellar model. This is possible since ρ c = b N /K N where they use (K, N ) to parameterize their equation of state. Motivated by the need to determine a physical location of the crust, we choose to parameterize our equation of state using (ρ c , N ) using K = b/ρ 1/N c . Thus we can specify the central density, as well as the crust-core and crust-ocean transition densities. This choice of parameterization does not impact the form of the stellar compactness or the fluid tidal Love number as defined in [3] .
